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Newborn Revolution                                Strong Power

Ruian Youtai Machinery Co.,Ltd locates in the beautiful seashore cityRuian,it is close to the 104 National Highway and enjoys

very convenient traffic,For it is just thirty kilometers away from Wenzhou Railway Station and Wenzhou Airport.

We are a professional equipment manufacturer for producing serial automatic paper containers, with rich producing experience

and long-term technical cooperation with brand universities domestically, such as Tsinghua University, Harbin Industrial University

and other major institutions. With advanced craft processing equipment, strong technical ability and abundant manufacturing

experience, and by learning the advantages of similar products widely, we compare, analyze, digest and finally developed a

Rectangular/Square paper containers forming machine successfully, becoming the first manufacturer of square paper containers

in China and obtained the nat ional patent for our products ( the patent appl icat ion number for knurl ing device patent is:  

200,610,051,640.9,and Knurling installation's new patent application number is:200,620,104,634.2). They were rewarded as

the 2006 state-level new products and enable the company to be on the high way of rapid development. The company has passed

ISO9001, 2000 international quality system certif ication. High-tech, high demand as a starting point to pursue a business

philosophy of "Quality from science and technology makes a market of Quality".

We provide customers with Rectangular/Square paper container forming machine (the shape can be done as per buyer's

requirements) paper cup machine paper bowl machine paper plate machine adhesive handle machine meal box machine

lid capping machine creasing and cutt ing machine die cutt ing machine die punching machine and printing f ixing,The

machines are available for the container capacity from 2.5oz to 200oz(i.e. 60ml to 6000ml). Besides,we take charge of installation,

debugging,technical training and other after sale service as well.

Our company takes Satisfy customers by perfect quality and excellent service as our highest tenet,We're expecting to move

forwards together with clients from home and abroad,to create a brand new environment-friendly world for the 21st century.



Profession realizes value,Innovation creates brand.
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